Easy Readers

A Big Guy Took My Ball
J EASY WILLEMS

Biscuit and the Baby
J EASY CAPUCILLI

Biscuit Wins a Prize
J EASY CAPUCILLI

“Buzz” Said the Bee
J EASY LEWISON

Cat and Dog
J EASY MINARIK

Chicks!
J EASY HORNING

Fat Cat Sat on the Mat
J EASY KARLIN

Happy Birthday, Biscuit!
J EASY CAPUCILLI

Happy Pig Day!
J EASY WILLEMS

I Am Invited to a Party
J EASY WILLEMS

I Really Like Slop!
J EASY WILLEMS

I Shop with My Daddy
J EASY MACCARONE

I Will Take a Nap!
J EASY WILLEMS

Picture Books

Birds
J PICTURE HENKES

Carrot Seed
J PICTURE KRAUSS

Curious George
J PICTURE REY

Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs
J PICTURE BARTON

Edward Lear’s A Was Once An Apple Pie
J PICTURE MACDONALD

Feathers for Lunch
J PICTURE EHRLERT

Growing Vegetable Soup
J PICTURE EHRLERT

Mother, Mother I Want Another
J PICTURE ROBBINS
Nine Men Chase a Hen
J PICTURE GREGORICH

Snuggle Wuggle
J PICTURE LONDON

Spot [series]
J PICTURE HILL

Stanley’s Garade
J PICTURE BEE

Titch
J PICTURE HUTCHINS

**Primers**

Blackbird’s Nest
J PRIMER HARVEY [PACIFIC LEARNING]

Did You Say Fire?
J PRIMER COWLEY [PACIFIC LEARNING]

Katie Did It
J PRIMER MCDANIEL [ROOKIE]

Monkey Math
J PRIMER BRIMNER [ROOKIE]

Rain, Rain
J PRIMER COWLEY [PACIFIC LEARNING]

Show and Tell
J PRIMER SMITH [ROOKIE]

Thunder Doesn’t Scare Me
J PRIMER BOWDISH [ROOKIE]

Wait Skates
J PRIMER JOHNSON [ROOKIE]